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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Ebola virus causes severe and often fatal disease in humans and is considered a global public health priority. The ongoing outbreak of highly pathogenic Zaire Ebola virus (EBOV) in Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) has resulted in more than 3,393 human cases and 2,235 deaths (case fatality rate = c. 67%) as of 9 January, 2020 (<https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/ebola/drc-2019>). This follows the devastating 2014 EBOV epidemic in Western Africa that resulted in more than 28,652 human cases and 11,325 deaths and outbreaks in DRC in 2014 and 2017. Moreover, since the virus might persist in some survivors ([@bib27]), it is feared that EBOV epidemics could continue to recur, resulting in severe epidemics. Therefore, development of an effective vaccine against Ebola is a high priority ([@bib11]). Multiple vaccine candidates are being evaluated in humans in clinical trials, with the rVSV-EBOV vaccine now being licensed in the United States and Europe ([@bib5], [@bib8], [@bib10], [@bib12], [@bib20], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib28], [@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib32]). Both T cell and B cell immunity plays an important role in providing protection against Ebola virus disease (EVD) ([@bib31]). Since passive transfer of antibodies in animal models have shown to protect the NHPs against lethal EBOV challenge, several antibody-based therapeutics are also in clinical trials ([@bib4], [@bib9], [@bib23]). It is postulated that immune responses generated following EBOV infection in survivors may provide life-long protection against EBOV ([@bib3]). Primarily ELISA and EBOV-neutralization tests have been used to analyze the anti-EBOV antibodies, but these assays provide limited insight into the diversity and quality of polyclonal antibody response generated following EBOV infection and how they compared with those generated following vaccination in humans ([@bib1], [@bib26], [@bib34]). Previously, we described the antigenic fingerprint generated following homologous prime-boost vaccination with a recombinant vesicular stomatitis virus (rVSV)-based vaccine expressing the EBOV surface glycoprotein (GP) from the Kikwit 1995 strain (rVSVΔG-ZEBOV-GP). The effectiveness of this vaccine was demonstrated in a ring vaccination study in Guinea during an outbreak in 2015 ([@bib8], [@bib18]). This rVSVΔG-ZEBOV-GP vaccine is being used extensively in the ongoing outbreak in DRC and was recently approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for prevention of disease caused by Zaire ebolavirus in individuals 18 years and older.

In this study, we performed comprehensive analysis of the humoral immune response following EBOV infection in survivors and following prime-boost vaccination with live ChAd3-MVA prime-boost vaccine in healthy adult volunteers ([@bib5], [@bib33]). ChAd3-MVA is a monovalent formulation of the chimpanzee adenovirus 3 (ChAd3)-vectored vaccine encoding the surface glycoprotein of EBOV/Mayinga and boosted with the same ebolavirus gene in a modified vaccinia Ankara (MVA)-vectored vaccine that also contains genes encoding Sudan ebolavirus and Marburgvirus glycoprotein and Tai Forest nucleoprotein. Quantitative and qualitative analyses of polyclonal plasma were performed to elucidate antibody epitope repertoires using gene fragment-phage display libraries (GFPDL) and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) technology to measure real-time antibody binding kinetics, antibody cross-reactivity, immunoglobulin isotypes, affinity, and antibody specificity to each of the antigenic sites identified using GFPDL. Technically, since antibodies are bivalent, the proper term for their binding to multivalent antigens like viruses is avidity, but here we use the term affinity throughout since we do not describe any monovalent interactions. The focus was to identify the overall global pattern of antibody epitope diversity generated following human EBOV infection versus vaccination rather than fine antibody specificities in each individual. Previously, GFPDL spanning the entire genome of highly pathogenic avian influenza virus, human immunodeficiency virus, and Respiratory syncytial virus was used to map the antibody repertoires of convalescent sera from infected individuals and pandemic influenza vaccinations, which revealed several diagnostic and protective targets ([@bib6], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib22]).

Results {#sec2}
=======

Real-Time Antibody Binding Kinetics of Post-EBOV Infection Plasma and Vaccination Plasma to EBOV GP {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A high-titer and a low-titer pool (samples \#58 and \#64, respectively) of human plasma from individuals primed with ChAd3-vectored EBOV/Mayinga GP and boosted with MVA-vectored EBOV/Mayinga GP, SUDV GP, MARV GP, and TAFV nucleoprotein were obtained as a part of a WHO collaborative study (originally from Oxford, UK vaccine trial). Individual plasma from three survivors from the 2014 Western Africa EBOV outbreak were obtained at 2 (sample \#43), 3 (sample \#79), or 6 (sample \#28) months post-EBOV infection (pi), and a pooled convalescent plasma (sample \#92) was obtained from six Sierra Leone patients who recovered from EVD and did not receive any experimental treatment ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since no individual vaccinated serum was tested in this study, all antibody comparisons between vaccination versus EBOV infection reflects individual/pooled EVD survivor samples with pooled ChAd3-MVA vaccinee samples. The samples were tested for neutralizing antibodies against a wild-type EBOV strain in a BSL4 laboratory and against a VSV virus expressing the EBOV GP in a pseudovirus neutralization (PsVN) assay ([@bib33]).

We performed quantitative and qualitative SPR analyses for several dilutions of post-vaccination and post-infection polyclonal plasma using a recombinant full-length GP corresponding to the Makona EBOV strain produced in a mammalian system, representing mature GP1 and GP2 domains observed in virions or infected cells (see [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The protein density on the chip was optimized such as to measure only monovalent interactions so that they are independent of the antibody isotype ([@bib19]). Raw sensorgram for a representative survivor plasma (\#58) dilutions is shown in [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Antibody binding titers of different dilutions of individual samples were measured in resonance units (RU) by SPR ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). GP-binding antibodies were not detected in negative control plasma (\#36). Post ChAd3-MVA vaccination plasma showed lower binding to GP (mean RU = 17 for \#64 and 104 for \#58 at 10-fold dilution) relative to all four EBOV survivor plasma samples (mean RU = 437 for \#43, 2 months pi, 684 for \#79, 3 months pi, and 1,040 for \#92 at 10-fold dilution, respectively). The RU of the fourth EBOV survivor plasma sample (\#28, at 6 months pi) was 14-fold greater than that of ChAd3-MVA plasma sample \#64 (219 versus 17), whereas the difference in RU was 2-fold between sample \#28 and ChAd3-MVA plasma sample \#58 (219 versus 104). Similar antibody binding patterns were observed for these plasma samples to complete EBOV-GP bearing pseudovirion particles. A statistically significant correlation was observed between the *in vitro* EBOV neutralization titers and the plasma anti-GP-binding antibody titers as measured by SPR following vaccination or infection (r = 0.911; p = 0.0008) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B).Figure 1SPR-Based Analysis of Human Plasma from EBOV-Infected Survivors and following ChAd3-MVA Vaccination to EBOV-GP Purified Protein(A) Serial dilutions of plasma samples collected from EBOV survivors (\#28, black; \#43, blue; \#79, red; and \#92, purple) or humans vaccinated with ChAd3-MVA vaccine (\#58, pink triangle and \#64, green triangle) or control (\#36, empty circle) were analyzed for total binding to purified mature GP from EBOV/Makona strain by SPR. Total antibody binding is represented in SPR resonance units.(B) Total GP-binding antibody (Max RU) of human plasma against EBOV/Makona GP correlated with the homologous virus neutralization titers (PsVN; *r= 0.911,* p \< 0.0008). Pearson correlations are reported for the calculation of correlations between total anti-GP antibody binding and PsVN titers.(C) Polyclonal antibody affinity to EBOV GP following ChAd3-MVA vaccination or EBOV infection in survivors. Binding affinity of serially diluted post-vaccination and post-infection plasma to EBOV/Makona-GP. Antibody off-rate constants that describe the fraction of antibody-antigen complexes decaying per second were determined directly from the plasma sample interaction with EBOV/Makona-GP using SPR in the dissociation phase as described in [Methods](#sec5){ref-type="sec"}.(D) Correlation between anti-GP-binding antibody affinity as measured by antibody dissociation rates (off-rates) and homologous virus neutralization titers (PsVNA80; *r= -0.539,* p = 0.2698). The color scheme in (B)--(D) is the same as that in (A).(E) Antibody isotype of GP-binding antibodies following EBOV infection or ChAd3-MVA vaccination. The isotype composition of plasma antibodies bound to GP of EBOV/Makona isolate as measured in SPR. The resonance units for each anti-GP antibody isotype was divided by the total resonance units for all antibody isotypes combined to calculate the percentage of each antibody isotype for individual plasma.

To further evaluate anti-GP antibody affinity following vaccination and EBOV infection, the antibody-antigen complex dissociation rates (off-rate constants) were determined as a surrogate for antibody affinity using SPR. Antibody dissociation kinetics of antigen-antibody complexes are independent of antibody concentration and provide a measure of overall average affinity of polyclonal antibody binding ([@bib17], [@bib18]). To that end, serially diluted plasma at 10-, 100-, 200-, 400-, and 800-fold dilutions were injected at a flow rate of 50 μL/min (120-s contact time) for association, and dissociation was performed over a 600-s interval (at a flow rate of 50 μL/min) ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Antibody off-rate constants, which describe the fraction of antigen-antibody complexes that decay per second, were determined directly from the plasma antibody interaction with GP in the dissociation phase only for the sensorgrams with maximum RU in range of 10--100 RU using SPR ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The off-rates of polyclonal plasma antibodies bound to GP were much slower (indicating stronger antibody affinity) in EBOV survivors (0.00327/s for \#28, 0.001407/s for \#43, 0.00129/s for \#79, and 0.00101/s for \#92) in comparison with ChAd3-MVA vaccine recipients (0.0699/s for \#64 and 0.0294/s for \#58), even though the total anti-GP-binding antibodies of post-vaccination plasma \#58 were comparable with those of post-infection sample \#28 ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C and 1A). A correlation was observed between the plasma anti-GP-binding antibody affinity with *in vitro* EBOV neutralization titers that did not reach statistical significance (r = −0.539; p = 0.2698) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). These observations suggest that the EBOV infection promoted 10- to 60-fold higher antibody affinity (based on antigen-antibody dissociation rates) to GP compared with antibodies induced by ChAd3-MVA prime-boost vaccination.

Majority of the GP-Binding Antibodies after EBOV Infection Are IgG Isotype, whereas Post-Vaccination-Induced Antibodies Contain Large IgM Component {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Isotype analysis of GP-binding antibodies was performed by SPR that demonstrated representation of all isotypes (IgA, IgG, IgM) and IgG subclasses in the post-infection/vaccination plasma ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). Secondary MAb analytes with similar affinity/binding patterns with specificity against Fc region of human IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, IgG4, IgA, or IgM were used for isotyping. The anti-GP-binding antibodies in survivor plasma comprised 60%--70% IgG isotype predominated by the IgG1 subclass. Three of four survivor plasma contained 0.7%--2.7% of IgG3 and 1.5%--6.9% of IgG4 GP-bound antibody isotype. Plasma sample \#92 obtained from six EVD survivors in Sierra Leone (who did not receive any experimental treatment) contained 8.3% GP-binding antibodies of IgG2 isotype. In contrast, only 12% (\#64) or 49% (\#58) of the GP-binding antibodies were of IgG isotype even after prime-boost ChAd3-MVA vaccination, with 88% (\#64) or 46% (\#58) of GP-binding antibodies representing IgM isotype antibodies ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E), similar to the observation of high IgM response following rVSV-ZEBOV-GP prime-boost vaccination ([@bib18]). No GP antibody binding for negative control plasma (\#36) excluded the possibility that this IgM response following vaccination or infection may be due to polyreactive natural antibodies (i.e., sticky antibodies not induced by GP). Furthermore, in our previous study, the purified IgM antibodies following the rVSV-ZEBOV-GP vaccination showed EBOV neutralizing activity confirming the GP specificity of IgM binding antibodies in SPR ([@bib18]). GP-bound IgA antibodies ranged from 3% to 15% in EBOV survivors plasma compared with 4.2% in ChAd3-MVA post-vaccination plasma (\#58).

Antigenic Fingerprint of Antibodies Generated following ChAd3-MVA Vaccination Compared with Antibodies from Ebola Virus Disease Survivors {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To analyze the epitope repertoire recognized by polyclonal antibodies in plasma from ChAd-MVA-vaccinated and EBOV-exposed subjects, GFPDL containing fragments of the *GP* gene from EBOV/Makona ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), ranging from 50--1,000 bp in length were generated with \>10^7.1^ unique phage clones (see [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The EBOV-GP-GFPDL displayed both linear and conformational epitopes with random distribution of size and sequence of inserts that spanned the entire GP ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The GP sequence of EBOV/Makona differs from that of EBOV/Mayinga, used in the vaccine, by 20 amino acids ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We have previously shown that this GFPDL represents both linear and conformational epitopes, as determined by mapping a panel of conformation-dependent EBOV neutralizing/protective MAbs. Furthermore, the EBOV-GFPDL adsorbed most EBOV-GP-specific antibodies in the post-vaccination polyclonal human sera ([@bib7], [@bib18]). To further confirm, in this study ∼90% of antibodies from high-titer post-infection survivor plasma sample \#79 binding specific to GP were removed by adsorption with the EBOV-GP GFPDL ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, the epitope mapping of MAbs and adsorption studies using post-vaccination polyclonal sera previously ([@bib7], [@bib18]) and post-infection plasma herein provided support for using the EBOV-GP GFPDL to dissect the polyclonal antibody repertoires in human plasma.

To compare the polyclonal antibody epitope repertoire generated following ChAd3-MVA prime-boost vaccination with that generated following EBOV infection in survivors, individual plasma specimens from survivors (\#28, \#43, and \#79), pooled EVD Sierra Leone survivor plasma (\#92), and pooled plasma from vaccinated individuals with either high (\#58) or low (\#64) EBOV neutralization titer were used for EBOV-GFPDL analysis ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The idea was to identify the overall average global pattern of antigenic fingerprint generated following EBOV infection versus vaccination rather than fine specificities of antibodies in each individual. Previous study with rVSV-EBOV GP vaccination in humans showed that the antibody epitope profile in pooled post-vaccination sera was overall similar to the epitope fingerprint determined for individual post-vaccination sera ([@bib18]).Figure 2Antibody Repertoires Elicited following ChAd3-MVA Vaccination or EBOV Infection in Survivors(A) Number of captured phage clones isolated using EBOV-GFPDL affinity selection with plasma obtained from EBOV-infected survivors or following ChAd3-MVA vaccination.(B and C) Schematic alignment of the peptides recognized by the three EBOV-infected survivors\' plasma (B) or high-neutralization-titer (\#58) and low-neutralization-titter (\#64) plasma (C) from ChAd3-MVA vaccinated adults, identified by panning with EBOV-GFPDL. The amino acid designation is based on the GP protein sequence encoded by the complete *EBOV-GP* gene of EBOV/Makona ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The GP receptor-binding region (RBR) is depicted as yellow, MLD is shown in light green, the fusion peptide is shown in orange, and the heptad repeats (HR1 and HR2) are shown in cyan. Graphical distribution of representative clones with a frequency of ≥2, obtained after affinity selection, is shown. The horizontal position and the length of the bars indicate the peptide sequence displayed on the selected phage clone to its homologous sequence in the EBOV-GP sequence on alignment. The thickness of each bar represents the frequency of repetitively isolated phage, with the scale shown in the black triangle below the alignment (70 was the highest frequency of a phage clone in this analysis). The dashed lines running vertically refers to the GP amino acid residues 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600.

Negative control human plasma (\#36) bound very few phages. For EBOV survivors\' plasma, the number of bound phages was highest for sample \#79, followed by \#92, \#43, and then \#28 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). For the post-vaccination plasma, sample \#58 showed an ∼4-fold higher titer compared with the lower-titer (\#64) sample (5.4 × 10^6^ and 1.3 × 10^6^ phages, respectively) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Sequencing of the GP fragments expressed by phages bound by post-infection survivor plasma antibodies showed a diverse epitope repertoire distribution, displaying both small and large sequences (8--247 amino acid residues) spanning across the N-terminal GP1 head domain and to the C-terminal GP2 stalk domain of the Makona GP ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). The antibody epitopes mapped to the Glycan cap and mucin-like domain (MLD) and identified immunodominant sites in the fusion peptide at the N terminus of GP2 as well as in heptad repeat (HR)/transmembrane of GP2 for the convalescent samples.

The ChAd3-MVA vaccination generated antibodies focused to epitopes within the glycan cap and MLD of GP1, while lower binding to the fusion peptide and the C terminus of GP2 was observed for post-vaccination samples that were preferentially recognized by post-infection antibodies ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C versus 2B). In addition, antibodies from the survivors recognized small epitopes in the N-terminal half of Makona GP, and there were more antibodies binding between the RBR and the glycan cap domain compared with the vaccinated plasma pools ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and 2C).

Antigenic Sites within EBOV GP Recognized by Post-Infection and Post-Vaccination Antibodies {#sec2.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Analyses of neutralizing/protective MAbs against EBOV were previously shown to predominantly recognize epitopes within or flanking the MLD, glycan cap, GP1 core, or the base of GP (epitopes for MAb cocktail ZMapp and MAb 114 are depicted in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Survivors of EBOV infection and prime-boost vaccination with ChAd3-MVA generated an antibody response defined by seven antigenic regions (herein referred to as I through VII) with some overlaps (i.e., between regions II and III, III and IV, IV and V, VI and VII) and 21 smaller antigenic sites (II.1 through V.11) within EBOV GP ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A and [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Several of these antigenic regions/sites were previously identified by post-vaccination antibodies generated following rVSV-EBOV GP vaccination in our earlier study ([@bib18]). The antigenic regions/sites (8--247 amino acid residues) were defined based on antibody recognition by at least 4% of phage clones obtained after affinity selection with at least one plasma sample in this study or by the rVSV-EBOV GP vaccination-induced antibodies in the previous study. The frequency of phages expressing these GP antigenic sites selected by plasma following EBOV infection ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B) and ChAd3-MVA ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C) vaccination is shown ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 3Elucidation of Antibody Epitope Profile against the EBOV Glycoprotein following ChAd3-MVA Vaccination or EBOV Infection in Survivors(A) Antigenic sites within the EBOV-GP recognized by plasma antibodies following EBOV infection in survivors (based on data presented in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The amino acid designation is based on the GP protein sequence encoded by the complete EBOV-GP gene ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Previously described MAb epitopes in clinical trials are shown above the GP schematic. Critical residues for binding of MAbs in anti-EBOV cocktails, ZMapp (13C6, blue asterisks and 2G4 and 4G7, pink asterisks) and MAb 114, are depicted. The antigenic regions/sites discovered in this study using the post-infection and post-vaccination plasma antibodies are depicted below the GP schematic and are color coded.(B and C) Distribution and frequency of phage clones expressing inserts spanning each of the key GP antigenic sites following EBOV infection (\#28, black; \#43, blue; \#79, red; and \#92, purple) in survivors (B) or vaccination (C) with ChAd3-MVA vaccine (\#58, pink and \#64, green). The number of clones that encoded for each antigenic site was divided by the total number of EBOV-GFPDL selected clones for each plasma and is represented as a percentage for two independent experiments.

Importantly, EBOV infection (black, blue, red, and purple bars in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B) induced a more diverse anti-GP antibody response across both GP1 and GP2 that included antigenic sites I, III.2, IV.4, V.9 (fusion peptide), VI (C terminus of GP2), and VII that were preferentially recognized by post-infection survivor antibodies compared with post ChAd3-MVA vaccination plasma samples (pink and green bars in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). Interestingly, the later (6 months) post-infection plasma (\#28) contained antibodies that recognized two sites with high frequency in GP1 (III.1; GP 210--220 and V.6; GP 456--484) that were selected minimally by convalescent plasma at early time points post-EBOV infection (2 and 3 months post-infection) or the ChAd3-MVA post-vaccination-induced antibodies. However, it is possible that this may reflect different individuals rather than expanding repertoire. The ChAd3-MVA vaccination generated antibodies that primarily recognized antigenic sites in glycan cap (sites IV, IV.1, IV.2) and MLD (sites V.1 to V.8) in either the high (\#58) or low (\#64) neutralization titer plasma pool ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). Post-infection samples \#79 and \#92 with the highest *in vitro* neutralization titer either in the classical PRNT or PsVN assay demonstrated immunodominance in the GP2 site (sites V.9, V.10, VI, and VII) binding antibodies (red and purple bars in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Antigenic sites V.5 (GP 436--491), V.11 (GP 439--465), and VII (GP 603--624) were recognized at higher frequency by plasma sample \#92 compared with other survivor plasma (\#28, \#43 and \#79) samples ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B and [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This GFPDL analyses also identified nine novel antigenic sites (highlighted in red in [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) compared with the prior epitope profiling in the VSV-EBOV GP vaccination study, including sites II.3, III.2, III.3, IV.4, V.8, and V.11 in GP1, an immunodominant sequence (V.9) in the N-terminal part of GP2 near the fusion peptide and sites V.8, V.10, and VII in GP2.

Post-EBOV Infection Survivor Plasma Shows Higher Antibody Binding to Diverse Antigenic Sites in GP Than Post-Vaccination Plasma {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To follow up on antigenic sites identified using GFPDL analysis, peptides representing most of the unique antigenic sites up to 70 amino acid residues long were chemically synthesized and evaluated for individual samples antibody binding in SPR ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and see [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The post-infection survivor samples (close circles) showed higher antibody binding to few antigenic site peptides compared with post-vaccination plasma (triangles), whereas for other sites, there was overlap in the extent of peptide binding by post-infectious and post-vaccination serum. The measured plasma sample reactivity against each peptide in SPR is possibly an aggregate sum of different antibodies recognizing overlapping epitopes in multiple antigenic sites (as defined by the GFPDL in [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) contained in that peptide. Sites II.2 (GP 195--226), III.2 (GP 226--253), IV.4 (GP 319--334), and V.9 (GP 520--547) showed moderate/strong antibody binding only to post-infection samples with minimal or no binding with post-vaccination plasma antibodies ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). EBOV survivor samples also showed 2-to 10-fold higher antibody binding to antigenic site in the C terminus of GP1 (site V.7; 469--498) and 5- to 20-fold higher binding for the C terminus of GP2 (site VI; 617--645). ChAd3-MVA vaccination induced comparable or modestly higher antibody binding to antigenic sites IV. (GP 282--305), V.2 (GP 372--420), V.4 (GP 424--447) in the MLD of GP1, and V.10 (GP 585--599) in the HR1 of GP2. Relationship analysis of antibody binding titers to each antigenic site peptide with PsVN titers showed a significant correlation of antibody binding to peptides GP 469--498 (site V.7 in the C terminus of GP1), GP 520--547 (site V.9 in fusion peptide at the N terminus of GP2), and GP 617--645 (site VI in HR2-TM domain at the C terminus of GP2) ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B--4D). In this specific case, it is quite interesting that individual survivors had a more diverse response than that seen in pooled vaccines.Figure 4Analysis of Human Plasma Binding to GFPDL-Identified GP Antigenic Site Peptides by SPR(A) Ten-fold dilution of plasma samples collected from EBOV survivors (\#28, black; \#43, blue; \#79, red; and \#92, purple) or humans vaccinated with ChAd3-MVA vaccine (\#58, pink triangle and \#64, green triangle) or mock control (\#36, empty circle) were analyzed for total binding to chemically synthesized peptides containing the antigenic sites identified by GFPDL ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A) in SPR. Total antibody binding is represented in SPR resonance units.(B--D) Total binding antibody (Max RU) of human plasma against antigenic site peptides (B) GP 469--498 (site V.7 in the C terminus of GP1), (C) GP 520--547 (site V.9 in fusion peptide at the N terminus of GP2), and (D) GP 617--645 (site VI in HR2-TM domain at the C terminus of GP2) correlated with the homologous virus neutralization (PsVN) titers. Pearson correlations are reported for the calculation of correlations between total anti-GP peptide antibody binding and PsVN titers.

In summary, this study demonstrated that EBOV infection induced a more diverse, durable, high-affinity IgG antibody response than vaccination using adenovirus/MVA vectors in terms of antibody epitope repertoire diversity, antibody isotype class switching, and antibody affinity in humans.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

A comprehensive understanding of the humoral immune response following EBOV infection and vaccination is required to identify immune markers that can provide protection to facilitate development and evaluation of effective vaccine candidates against lethal EVD. The main focus of this study was to identify the overall global pattern of antibody epitope fingerprint and antibody qualitative profile generated following human EBOV infection in survivor\'s versus vaccination. Since in this study the vaccinated sera were pooled from multiple individuals, all comparisons between vaccination versus EBOV infection reflect individual/pooled survivor samples with pooled ChAd3-MVA vaccinee samples.

EBOV infection in survivors generated a higher anti-GP-binding antibody titer compared with ChAd3-MVA prime boost-vaccination. The observed differences in neutralization between EVD survivor samples with low (\#28 & \#43) and high (\#79 & \#92) titer suggest that EVD survivors may generate a variable immune response following EBOV infection. The difference in neutralization antibody titers and/or potency may correlate with antibody affinity and specificity for higher frequency of antibody binding to the fusion peptides and base of the stalk in samples \#79 and \#92 compared with \#28 and \#43, as observed with MAbs from survivors ([@bib2]). Real-time antibody kinetics of post-vaccination antibodies by SPR revealed limited antibody class switching and modest antibody affinity even after prime-boost vaccination compared with post-infection antibodies in EBOV survivors even with a similar timescale following vaccination/infection. The ChAd3-MVA (replication-defective) vaccination-induced antibody class switching and affinity was similar to that generated by rVSV-EBOV-GP (a replication competent virus) vaccination in our previous study ([@bib18]). Importantly, the GP-binding antibodies induced by EBOV infection were long-lasting responses, lasting up to 6 months post-infection, in contrast to the rVSV-EBOV GP prime-boost vaccination study that demonstrated a short-lived antibody response, which declined to pre-vaccination levels by 6 months post-vaccination ([@bib18]). Moreover, the presence of GP-bound IgG4 in most survivor plasma suggests a persistent infection or long-term exposure to antigen following EBOV infection. Since IgG2 response is mostly driven by polysaccharide antigens, an IgG2 response of 8.3% GP-binding antibodies in sample \#92 obtained from six EVD survivors in Sierra Leone (who did not receive any experimental treatment) is speculated to be due to a possible polysaccharide antigen-induced class switching to IgG2 by highly glycosylated GP following infection.

Although the numbers of captured GFPDL phages following ChAd3-MVA vaccination were comparable with those generated following infection, the antibody epitope repertoire generated following EBOV infection in survivors showed greater diversity compared with ChAd3-MVA prime-boost vaccination-induced antibody response. It is possible that the more focused response to vector-GP vaccination is due to the limited (one round) vector replication that only produces GP once inside a cell compared with productive EBOV infection that can stimulate the immune system over a prolonged period. Importantly, both high- (\#58) and low- (\#64) titer post-vaccination samples (based on the *in vitro* neutralization data) recognized similar antibody epitope diversity that was skewed toward the glycan cap and MLD of GP1, whereas the post-infection plasma samples demonstrated strong antibody binding to C-terminal parts of GP1 and GP2. This ChAd3-MVA prime-boost vaccination-induced antibody response contrasts with the replication competent rVSV-EBOV GP vaccine, which showed a more diverse antibody repertoire with antibody binding to GP2 as previously reported ([@bib18]). These findings suggest that ChAd3-MVA prime boost vaccination should be further optimized to generate a more diverse antibody repertoire.

Three of the four EVD survivors who donated plasma for the current study received immunological treatments such as ZMapp (\#43) or convalescent plasma (\# 28 and \#79), and it is possible that the antibody composition in their blood could have been influenced by the antibody treatments, despite the time interval between the onset of disease and donation of the plasma (2--6 months post-infection). Antibodies to viral proteins in addition to GP were observed in immunoblots indicating that antibodies resulting from EBOV infection were present in these survivor\'s plasma ([@bib33]). Plasma pool \#92 obtained from six Sierra Leone survivors who did not receive any experimental treatment showed an overall similar epitope repertoire as other survivors; however, it recognized antigenic sites V.5 (GP 436--491), V.11 (GP 439--465), and VII (GP 603--624) at a higher frequency compared with other survivor plasma samples (\#28, \#43, and \#79). It is possible that antibody treatment (ZMapp or convalescent plasma) of patients (\#28, \#43, and \#79) may have altered some specific epitopes in \#28, \#43, and \#79 that were recognized by the Sierra Leone patients (\#92) who did not receive any Ebola-specific antibody treatment, even though patients\' immune systems would have seen virus for a number of days before the patients were treated. GFPDL identified several overlapping antigenic sites like sites V.6 and V.7 ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Site V.6 shows high frequency in \#28 and minimally in other survivor samples including those sampled at earlier time points (\#43 and \#79), whereas site V.7 is preferentially recognized by antibodies in sample \#43 but not by sample \#28. However, peptides representing both antigenic sites show good antibody binding with all survivor samples in SPR indicating antibodies recognizing epitopes in these overlapping antigenic sites ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Survivor sample \#43 (2 months post-infection) who received ZMapp treatment (and not convalescent plasma) demonstrated a diverse antibody epitope repertoire similar to that of samples \#28 and \#79 who received convalescent plasma treatment. Moreover, ZMapp MAb cocktail does not contain antibodies that recognize sites VI in the C terminus of GP2, which was preferentially recognized by all post-infection survivor samples. However, this finding for preferential binding of antibodies to the C terminus of GP2 following EBOV infection needs to be further evaluated in a larger number of Ebola patients.

A possible limitation of GFPDL-based assessments is that they are unlikely to detect rare quaternary epitopes that cross GP protomers or epitopes with post-translational modification. However, in earlier studies, GFPDL was used to identify conformation-dependent epitopes of neutralizing and protective MAbs. Moreover, ∼90% of anti-GP antibodies from high-titer post-infection survivor plasma were removed by adsorption with our EBOV GP GFPDL, supporting the use of the EBOV GP GFPDL for analyses of human antibody repertoire, as was also observed previously with other viral antigens including different Influenza strains, RSV-F, and heavily glycosylated RSV-G ([@bib6], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib17]). Use of SPR with the glycosylated EBOV GP overcomes these limitations and provides additional insight into the anti-GP polyclonal antibody response following vaccination or infection. The SPR approach is species independent and captures all antibody classes including IgM, IgA, and IgG and is also more appropriate for maintaining the native structure of the EBOV GP and preservation of conformational epitopes. The antigenic fingerprinting provides an overall global pattern of antibody epitope specificities generated following Ebola vaccination versus infection in humans. This study should be expanded to additional samples from vaccinees and EBOV-infected individuals from ongoing and previous Ebola outbreaks in different populations to evaluate the contribution of MHC haplotype and so epitope reactivity for individual samples to make firm conclusions.

Antibody binding of human plasma samples to the three antigenic site peptides (GP 469--498 at the C terminus of GP1, GP 520--547 in the fusion peptide, and GP 617--645 in the GP2-HR2 domain) that showed a strong correlation with neutralization titers possibly indicates an important role of antibodies to these sites in protection against EBOV infection and disease *in vivo*. Although non-neutralizing antibodies may be protective *in vivo*, preliminary data from recent clinical trial in the DRC have demonstrated that neutralizing antibodies like MAb 114 may provide better clinical outcome associated with significantly reduced mortality ([@bib21]).

Altogether, our study demonstrated a different antigenic fingerprint following EBOV infection in survivors compared with a live ChAd3-MVA non-replication vector-based vaccine in terms of antibody epitope repertoire diversity, antibody isotype class switching, and antibody affinity. This contributes to a better understanding of quantitative and qualitative aspects of immune responses that could aid development and evaluation of effective EBOV therapeutics and vaccines.

Limitations of the Study {#sec3.1}
------------------------

A possible limitation of GFPDL-based assessments is that they are unlikely to detect rare quaternary epitopes that cross GP protomers or epitopes that require post-translational modification. Second, this study should be expanded to testing of additional individual samples at different time points following vaccination/infection from vaccinees and EBOV-infected individuals from ongoing and previous Ebola outbreaks in different populations to make firm conclusions.
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All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the Lead Contact, Surender Khurana (<Surender.Khurana@fda.hhs.gov>). There are restrictions to the availability of the GFPDL technology and Ebola peptides described in this study due to US patent application.
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Document S1. Transparent Methods, Figures S1--S5, and Tables S1--S3
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